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`Just enjoying the most 
valuable thing I have, my time' 
Winona State freshman dies in apparent 
accidental fall from bluffs in Buffalo County 
Alyx Minor 
Winonan 
Integrated Wellness Complex dedication Friday 
Krista Sauerer 
Winonan 
Jasper Youngren was the kid 
who always had a smile on his 
face, the one who made you 
laugh, Brittany Borwege said. 
Youngren, 18, a freshman at 
Winona State University, lived 
in Prentiss Hall. 
"He was a cool kid," Borwege 
said. "A normal kid." 
Borwege received a call 
Sunday night from Youngren's 
older brother after he had been 
reported missing. 
Borwege, a freshman, met 
Youngren during the first 
weeks of school. She and 
her roommate hung out with 
Youngren, his roommates 
and his best friend, Mitchell 
Johnson, frequently. 
Youngren's cell phone was 
found in a wooded area, and the 
family sought any information. 
Youngren was found at 
about 9:45 p.m. He died 
after sustaining injuries in an 
apparent accidental fall from 
the bluffs. 
Borwege and some of 
Youngren's friends discussed 
his life Monday morning in the 
Prentiss-Lucas lounge.  
(Photo courtesy of Facebook) 
"We tried to bring back all 
the good memories," she said. 
"You never know when it's 
going to be your last [day]." 
Vice President of Student 
Life and Development Connie 
Gores sent an all-university 
e-mail Monday informing 
students and faculty of 
Youngren's death. 
Youngren's 	Facebook 
biography reads, "'Just 
enjoying the most valuable 
thing I have, my time.'" 
For information on pending 
funeral services, call (507) 
457-5300. 
This Friday, Winona State 
University's newest addition, 
the Integrated Wellness 
Complex (IWC), will be 
honored during a dedication 
ceremony at 1 p.m. in the 
atrium. 
Although officially opened 
on Aug. 30, the IWC has not 
been properly acknowledged. 
There will be speeches along 
with comments by others 
involved in the long process 
and dream of constructing this 
remarkable building. 
But rather than being just 
a ceremony, Jim Schmidt, 
vice president of university 
advancement, said it is more 
of a "celebration of how the 
building came together." 
The IWC is the first building 
on campus that was funded 
through the combination of 
student fees, private donors and 
the state of Minnesota. 
It is a representation of the 
community, students and many 
others working together to 
make the IWC a reality. 
The dream that is the IWC 
began about 11 years ago 
when former President Darrell 
W. Krueger met with an 
alum who expressed the idea 
and importance of lifelong 
wellness. 
About eight years ago, 
students and faculty members 
toured numerous college 
facilities to get an idea of what 
would be best for the campus 
of Winona. 
Most agreed that the building 
should be practical, visual and 
motivational to use. 
Holabird & Root was the 
contractor that constructed the 
modern and environmentally-
friendly facility. 
The actual construction 
began in May 2009 and was 
finished this fall semester. 
Jay McHenry, Campus 
Planner, explains that the  
building has features designed 
to keep it energy efficient 
and was made to fit Winona's 
Going Green Plan. 
For example the building was 
made out of 64 percent recycled 
materials, McHenry said. 
That is just one among many 
other green features including 
more efficient lighting, flooring 
and windows. 
Winona is now walking the 
talk, McHenry said. 
Winona State's new wellness 
complex does way more for its 
campus community 
See IWC, .2 
A student lifts free 
Wellness Complex. 
David Ranzenberger/Winonan 
weights Saturday at the Integrated 
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David Ranzenberger/Winonan 
Students work out on ellipticals Saturday in the Integrated Wellness Complex. A dedication ceremony is at 1 p.m. Friday in the IWC atrium. 
IWC 
than being the prime workout 
spot. 
The IWC is home to Health 
Services, where students can 
go if they don't feel well, the 
athletic gym, where Winona's 
volleyball and basketball 
team play, counseling for 
students that need to talk and 
even classrooms for wellness 
advancement courses. 
Because this building does 
not have a new swimming pool, 
rock climbing wall or spa, some 
may be disappointed. 
However, it would be unwise 
to put in unnecessary equipment 
that would in turn just raise the 
costs for student fees. 
At a cost of $19.5 million 
dollars, the IWC is projected to  
be heavily used with its indoor 
running track, gyms, workout 
equipment and more. 
Additionally, compared 
to Wabasha, Winona State's 
previous main work-out 
facility, the IWC is a great 
improvement. 
Winona State received its first 
Silver Level LEED (Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental 
Design) rating on the IWC's 
building design. 
For those unfamiliar with 
LEED, it is an internationally 
recognized program that 
evaluates and rates buildings 
which are efficiently designed 
to save on energy and operate 
in an environmentally friendly 
manner. 
Schmidt said, "It could be 
six to nine months before the 
rating of the IWC is known 
for sure. Regardless of when 
Winona finds out, the fact that 
-LEED will be rating the IWC is 
a big honor." 
In other words, the Integrated 
Wellness Center Dedication 
this Friday will has a lot to be 
proud of. 
According . to the IWC 
website, expected to be in 
attendance at the dedication 
ceremony are Sen. Sandy 
Pappas, Rep. Gene Pelowski, 
and Sen. Sharon Erickson-
Ropes, as well as MnSCU 
representatives and top 
administrative 	staff from 
Winona State. 
Schmidt said he hopes this 
facility influences lifelong 
wellness that students can carry 
on into their future profession 
and family. 
It starts with an inviting 
facility like the IWC to promote 
a healthy student and even later, 
a healthy nation. 
Contact Krista at 
KSauerer09@winona.edu  
Continued from page 1 
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Students share personal stories Suicide Prevention and Awareness Week 
Jenn Holt 
Winonan 
Sept. 5 to 11 was Suicide 
Prevention and Awareness 
Week and Winona State 
University's Counseling Center 
held a discussion for faculty 
and students on awareness 
signs, precautions to take and 
prevention methods. 
Counseling Center faculty 
member Lynda Brzezinski 
said in 2008 that 25 percent of 
Winona State students reported 
a mental health condition. 
"Depression was the most 
commonly reported mental 
illness," Brzezinski said. 
"Roughly eight percent of the 
students surveyed reported 
having suicidal thoughts, and 
1.3 percent reported trying to 
commit suicide." 
Jess, a Winona State student, 
shared her story of losing her 
friend Jake at the age of 19 to 
suicide, eight months ago. 
Jess and Jake were 
acquaintances throughout high 
school and became closer after 
graduation. 
Their friendship ended 
shortly after she moved to 
Winona to attend school. Jake 
had attempted suicide twice  
before. 
The day before Jess was 
going to head back to Winona 
to begin her second semester 
of freshman year, Jake took his 
own life. 
"Blaming prevents healing. 
I think the appropriate phrase 
is to move forward, not move 
on, because moving on means 
forgetting," Jess said. 
"When I think about how 
young we really are, it's hard to 
realize that Jake didn't see how 
much life he had left. I think 
suicide is a selfish act, because 
the survivors are left with no 
closure, not knowing how to 
cope and left with all the what-
ifs. But we find small blessings 
in it all." 
When Brzezinski asked the 
room if anyone knows anyone 
who has depression, almost all 
hands in the room went up. 
"Numbers have dramatically 
increased in the past 10 years 
within the 18 to 25 age group, 
as they are the most vulnerable 
to depression," Brzezinski said. 
Depression can be caused 
by a lack of nutrition, lack of 
exercise, high and unmanaged 
stress and inadequate - sleep, 
which most college students 
can relate too. 
There are several kinds of 
depression that range from 
seasonal depression (common 
in residents of northern states), 
alcohol related depression, 
low-grade depression, major 
depression and bi-polar 
depression. 
Depression is, however, the 
most treatable mental health 
condition. 
Even without medication 
85 to 90 percent of depression 
cases can be treated. 
	
Winona 	State 	student 
Samantha Mansfeldt also 
shared a story about loosing her 
friend Pete. 
Pete was Mansfeldt's best 
friend, valedictorian, varsity 
football captain, active in his 
church and never showed any 
signs of being depressed or 
suicidal. 
On Nov. 29, 2009, Pete 
invited friends over for a party. 
Nothing was out of the 
ordinary, just an average party. 
Mansfeldt said Pete was not 
drinking much. 
Later in the night as 
everyone was starting to go to 
bed, she said she was woken up 
by a loud noise. She then found 
her friend Pete lying dead in a 
closet. 
"I always ask my friends 
now, with sincerity, how they 
are doing," Mansfeldt said. 
"Learning how to help people 
with depression will give a 
community so much more 
insight about how to prevent 
suicide." 
Depression affects more 
than 19 million Americans, 
18 and older. More American 
adults suffer from depression 
than coronary heart disease (7 
million), cancer (6 million) and 
AIDS (200,000) combined. 
Depression affects one in 10 
men and one in four women. 
Suicide is the second leading 
cause of death among college 
students and the third leading 
cause of death among all youth 
15 to 24 ears old. 
In the United States, only 
accidents and homicides claim 
more young lives. 
Symptoms of depression 
can include sadness, loss of 
interest in usual activities, 
poor appetite, having little 
energy, feeling worthless or 
guilty, trouble concentrating, 
or thoughts of suicide, but not 
every person who is depressed 
is suicidal. 
If you recognize these 
signs in someone don't ignore  
them. Be sure to talk to them 
and offer support and to seek 
further help. 
"Many professors recognize 
the amount of stress that 
students are under and we see 
many professors bring students 
to the counseling center 
because they really do care 
about student's well being," 
Brzezinski said. "Students 
just have to not be afraid to 
ask professors to help in their 
workload if they are feeling too 
overwhelmed." 
If a student thinks he 
or she may be depressed, 
the counseling center has a 
depression, bipolar and anxiety 
disorder screening module on 
their website at www.winona. 
edu/counselingcenter. 
There are several other 
resources found on the website 
if students want to seek help or 
information. The counseling 
center is located in the new 
Integrated Wellness Complex 
on Winona State's main 
campus. 
Contact Jenn at 
JHolt6253@winona.edu  
Student Senate makes for a 'difficult year' with budget cuts to clubs 
Amanda Rehrauer 
Winonan 
Major changes are taking 
place this year in Student 
Senate in response to budget 
issues affecting clubs and 
student organizations across 
campus. 
At the Association of Student 
Organizations (ASO) meeting 
Sept. 7, the Director of ASO 
and Vice President of Student 
Senate Jack Linehan discussed 
past spending trends in Senate, 
how they will change this year 
and how it will affect clubs. 
Linehan said that Senate 
spent more than $350,000 on 
student clubs last year. 
"It was a great year for clubs, 
but it was deficit spending," he  
said. 
This year, Senate has a 
$170,000 budget for clubs —
and no reserve to pull extra 
money from. 
This, coupled with the fact 
that there are more than 170 
clubs on campus, will make for 
a "difficult year," Linehan said. 
Clubs will receive $1,000 
per semester — half of what 
clubs have received from 
Senate in past years. 
But even that cut is generous. 
"If everyone requests their 
full $2,000 there is only enough 
funds for half of all clubs," he 
said. 
Sadie Neuman a Winona 
State University senior and 
treasurer of the Geology Club, 
said she is disappointed in 
Senate. 
"It's unfortunate that Senate 
has taken this long to get things 
together and lay down rules," 
she said, "and it's unfortunate 
that we didn't get to partake in 
their irresponsible spending. 
"Now we're getting 
punished, just like everyone 
else. But they're just students 
and they've got to do what 
they've got to do." 
In order to ensure Senate 
is making good use out of the 
tight budget, they are imposing 
tighter regulations and 
restrictions on budget requests. 
For example, Linehan 
reminded students that in order 
to be eligible for funding from 
the Student Activity Fund 
(SAF), the club must maintain  
an active status. 
To maintain an active status, 
clubs must meet a number 
of criteria, such as having at 
least 10 enrolled Winona State 
students, submitting an updated 
club constitution before 
midterms, submit an updated 
club directory, attend a fall club 
fair, maintain and update a club 
website with meeting times 
and activities and complete an 
annual financial review at the 
end of each spring semester. 
Changes are being made in 
the funding request process as 
well. 
Linehan said that clubs are 
eligible for half of their funding 
each semester and must go 
through an appeals process in 
order to request more than the  
allocated $1,000. 
He also said that all initial 
funding requests, including 
reimbursements, must be 
made at least 30 days before 
the payment is due and that 
all requests are subject to SAF 
Committee (SAFC) approval. 
And if the SAFC allocates 
more than half of its budget due 
to an appeals process, it will 
come out of the already tight 
total budget. 
"Be creative, fundraise, and 
seek donations," Linehan said. 
"The changes will be very 
tough." 
Contact Amanda at 
ARehrauer06@winona.edu  
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Off-Campus Living 
there is only °NED 
For 
•Finding renters the PERFECT home 
• Off•Campus since 1985 
• Over 1 00+ units available for rent 
• Houses and Apartments 
• Studios, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms all available! 
• UNITS CLOSE TO WSU CAMPUS 
Look for us on the corner of Broadway and Main 
just 2 blocks from WSU campus 
Call (507)452-8808 
or e-mail us at grms@hbci.com   
greatrivermanagement.com  
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Winona-area Big Brothers Big Sisters seeks more male volunteers 
Brendan Moore 
Winonan 
The Winona area is in need 
of caring role models who are 
willing to make a difference in 
a child's life. 
The Winona Big Brothers Big 
Sisters of the 7 Rivers Region 
is looking for big brothers to 
take 20 boys who are currently 
on a waiting list. 
In general, Big Brothers Big 
Sisters receives more female 
than male applicants. 
As a result, Little Sisters are 
matched a lot faster than Little 
Brothers. 
"It's really tough for us 
because we never want to 
turn away a volunteer, but 
sometimes they have to be 
put on a waiting list," said 
the Winona Big Brothers Big 
Sisters Enrollment and Match 
Specialist Kristen Swirtz. 
Swirtz said a lack of male 
applicants has always been a 
problem for the organization. 
One of the ways they are 
currently trying to correct this 
issue is by doing less advertising 
for female applicants. 
Applicants are not required 
to have any special training or 
prior experience with children 
in order to be a Big. 
However, they must show 
that they not only want to make 
a difference in child's life, but 
in the greater community as 
well. 
"I always look for people that 
are caring and genuine," said 
Swirtz. 
Applicants 	must 	also 
have no on going criminal 
investigations or up-coming 
court dates. 
All applicants undergo a 
battery of background checks. 
The background checks that 
are done are: sex offender 
checks, Minnesota background 
checks, and driving record 
checks. 
"If they're going to be 
driving a child around we need 
to check their driving record 
to see that it, in general, looks 
pretty good," Swirtz said. 
According to the Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of the 7 
River Region's website, there 
are two different mentoring 
programs that applicants can 
potentially be in, site-based or 
community-based. 
Site-based Big applicants 
meet with their Little for one 
to two hours a week at their 
Little's school. 
Site-based Bigs also have no 
contact with their Little outside 
of the school. 
"We ask volunteers to make 
a commitment to meet with a 
little at least through the end of 
the school year," states the Big 
Brother Big Sisters website. 
Community-based Big 
applicants are allowed to meet 
with their Little whenever it is 
convenient for both parties. 
Bigs in this mentoring 
program are given free reign in 
the activities they can do with 
their Little. 
However, applicants are 
asked to commit to meet with 
their Little for at least a year 
to allow their relationship with 
their Little to develop. 
"We believe that a good 
match benefits both the Big and 
the Little," Swirtz said. 
This has certainly been the 
case with Big Brother Brian 
Gilmore. 
A community-based Big 
Brother, Gilmore has been with 
his Little for over a year. 
"The underlining thing for 
me is that I've been exposed 
to more unique experiences as 
a result of our relationship then 
I would have been before," 
Gilmore said. 
Gilmore was originally 
motivated to become a Big 
Brother because of an article 
he read in the local paper about 
mentoring children who have 
parents in prison. 
This is not the case with his 
Little, Shane. 
Gilmore has found he has 
learned as much from his Little 
as his Little has from him. 
"It's been enriching for me. 
You go in thinking you're going 
to be the enricher, but I think 
I've been more enriched," said 
Gilmore. 
The two enjoy doing 
everything from riding bikes to 
going to movies and attending 
major sporting events. 
Gilmore said he would never 
have seen movies such as 
"X-men: Origins" and "Avatar" 
if Shane hadn't wanted to go. 
"Make sure you have the 
time," Gilmore said, when  
© Big Brothers Big Sisters 
asked what advice he would 
give aspiring Big Brothers. "I 
think you just need to be open 
and honest." 
Big Brothers Big Sisters 
holds a special monthly match 
activity for community-based 
matches. Coming up on Sept. 
20, Bigs and Littles will meet 
on the Verizon Wireless field 
to scrimmage with the Winona 
Warriors. 
Contact Brendan at 
BMoore08@winona.edu 
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Big Sky Fair kick-off of 2010-11 enrichment theme 
Alyx Minor 
Winona Daily News 
Winona State University 
professor Drake Hokanson 
is sometimes late to his own 
classes. 
He has his head in the clouds. 
Hokanson and a few other 
professors agreed that the sky 
deserved more attention, and 
proposed "Big Sky" as the 
university's 2010-2011 Lyceum 
discussion topic. The Lyceum 
series presents speakers, 
workshops and curriculum 
involvement centered around a 
theme. 
"We've spent a lot of time 
looking at the world around 
us," Hokanson said. "Let's look 
up for a change." 
In celebration of the big, blue 
expanse, WSU plays host to 
the Big Sky Fair next weekend. 
Beginning noon Friday at 
the campus gazebo, the fair 
includes a variety of sky-related 
exhibits such as a large-scale, 
walkable model of the solar 
system, a mini weather station, 
and a two-seater Cessna 150. 
But it's not just airwaves and 
airplanes that travel through 
the sky. Informational booths 
about bees and eagles, as well 
as an appearance by Alice 
the Great Horned Owl, are 
meant to demonstrate how the 
sky connects everyone and 
everything. 
In the manner of true 
hospitality, the Astronomy 
Club invites fair-goers to bed 
down in the outfield of WSU's 
Loughrey Field on Friday 
and Saturday nights for the 
Big Sky Star Party. The club 
will provide binoculars and 
telescopes focused on heavenly 
bodies such as the moon, Jupiter 
and star clusters. Families are 
welcome to bring tents of their 
own. Field facilities will be 
open for use. 
The Big Sky Fair, held 
in conjunction with WSU's 
Family Weekend and the 
Winona Farmers Market on 
campus, continues Saturday 
morning in the Darrell W. 
Krueger Library Gold Lot on 
Johnson Street. The College of 
Education provides educational 
activities for kids, and a sky-
related make-and-take craft 
booth. For those itching to get 
higher, WSU's Flying Club 
will hold a drawing for four 
introductory flight lessons. 
Other exhibits include radio- 
controlled airplanes, a hang 
glider display, amateur radio 
demonstrations, live bats and 
poetry readings. 
The "Big Sky" theme 
continues throughout the 
academic year with the 
university's CLASP lecture 
series, a Tundra Swan 
migration watch and sky-
themed curricula. 
Hokanson's own program, 
Adopt-A-Cloud, is a tongue-in-
cheek tactic to get participants 
outside and interested in their 
surroundings. 
"Most of us are plugged in 
all the time," he said. 
But he's completely serious 
about the importance of the 
big sky, whether physically or 
abstractly. "We carry a lot of air 
in our bodies," he said. "Do we 
carry the sky in us?" 
BREAKOUT 
If you go: The Big Sky Fair 
will be held at noon Friday 
on campus, and from 8 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. Saturday in the 
Darrell W. Krueger Library 
Gold Lot. The Winona Farmers 
Market will also be held in 
the lot. In case of inclement 
weather, Friday's events will be 
held in the Science Lab Center 
atrium, and Saturday's events 
will be held in McCown Gym. 
To learn more, contact Drake 
Hokanson at (507) 457-2981, 
or e-mail dhokanson winona. 
edu . 
Contributed by the Winona 
Daily News. 
Contact Alyx at 
Student Printing Information 
for the WSU Campus 
Information Teario logy Services, working with Student Senate to continue 
enhancing the University's Green Sustainability Initiative, has 
implemented new guidelines for student printing on the WSU campus. 
Last year a minority of students (26) printed more than 3,000 pages. 
Printing at this level quickly uses up the budget for printing on campus. To 
promote conservation and contain rising printing costs, thus holding the 
student technology fee down, effective August 16th, 2010, each student 
will receive'ibalance of 1,00 jplack laser pages at the beginning of each 
semester. 
A good idea would be to use the duplex feature on the printers. Duplexing 
allows the automatic printing of a sheet of paper on both sides but you will 
only be charged for one page. Duplexing will make your prints go farther! 
Users that Kilted mem than 18,05 pages 
11111111.311===11111111 
# of Prlotirs Mors 	 P6ttes Piloted  
Tot* of PrinOr#1. users, 	6226  
Users printeltss tha .s.. .:L,(,....0rn 	3574  
Users printing betweRn Wa4fr9 naffs 	 1684  
Users printing between 580-M pages 90  
Wets p ritnilfg  between 1,0iXt ,1:8.5.8ker5 	457 
Users p tinting he 	ZOnn ,2,959 paps . 6,9 
UseapIte.sitiLretyeen 31.100-3,599 paps 	 8  
Usets wintry betwenn 4,0N ,4,”9 oges 
User's priming between 5800-5„599 paps 	 _5  
Userstsrinsisqi more rhan 6,04.10 Rages 
For Complete Details 
Stop in or call ... 
Technical Support Center 
Somsen Hall 207 
Techsupport@winona.edu  
507.457.5240 
Or look on the WSU IT Wiki 
http://www.winona.edu/it/wiki  
Search for "student printing" 
6•News 
Time: 11:00 a.m. to9 3:30 p.m. 
Place: Gazebo 
Contact: Math/Science Department 
Time: Noon 
Place: PAC Recital Hall 
Contact: Music Department 
507-457-5250 
HAVE AN EVENT? LET US KNOW! 
CONTACT ALI CARLSON 
ACCARLSON09@WINONA EDU 
-C3 
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What's Happening Around Winona State... 
WSU Art Faculty Show 
Time: All day 
Place: Watkins Hall 
Paul Watkins Gallery 
Contact: Kathy Peterson 
KPeterson©winona.edu  
College Dems Voter Registration 
Time: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Place: Gazebo 
Contact: Aaron Soderberg 
ASoderberg07@winona.edu 
Dunk Tank Fundraiser 
Computer Science Club Meeting 
Time: 6 p.m. 
Place: Watkins Hall 
Contact: Chris Meyer 
wsucoders@winona.edu  
Careers in Music: Allison Young 
International Music Series: 
South India 
Time: 5:30 p.m. 
Place: East Hall 




!rite n: ter Big Sky Fair Benefactor Dinner 
Time: Noon to 4 p.m. 
Place: Gazebo 
Contact: Jim Armstrong 
JArmstrong@winona.edu  
Time; 1 p.m. 
Place - IWC 
Contact: Communications Office 
507-457-5024 
Time: 6 p.m. 
Place: IWC 
Contact: Communications Office 
507-457-5024 
2010 Family Weekend 
Time: All day 
Place: WSU Campus 
2010 Family Weekend 
Time: All day 
Place: WSU Campus 
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	 OPINION/EDITORIAL 
Where are we now after nine years? 
Brian Sanders 
Winonan 
Despite my well-known 
distaste for any suicidal artist, 
I have occasionally forced 
myself to partake in their 
music or writing—for research 
purposes, usually. 
It is as such that I happened 
upon an article written Sept. 12, 
2001, by Hunter S. Thompson 
titled "Fear & Loathing in 
America." I was surprised to 
find this column on ESPN's 
website. 
While I had always assumed 
he was a diverse man with 
many interests, I had never 
pondered that he might have, 
in his later years, been a sports 
columnist. His ESPN archives 
are complete with biting 
criticism and wise advice, from 
"Mad cows and sick sports" and 
"Jack Kerouac and the Football 
Hall of Fame," "How 'bout that 
Patrick Roy" and "Notes on the 
wrong way to gamble". 
I have not yet completed his 
ESPN catalogue, but I did read 
the original aforementioned 
column following 9/11. 
Thompson asserted the 
following prediction: "The 
towers are gone now, reduced 
to bloody rubble, along with 
all hopes for Peace in Our 
Time, in the United States or 
any other country... We are At 
War now—with somebody—
and we will stay At War with a 
mysterious Enemy for the rest of 
our lives. It will be a Religious 
War, a sort of Christian Jihad, 
fueled by religious hatred and  
led by merciless fanatics on 
both sides." 
While those words would 
have echoed some level of truth 
at any point in the last nine 
years, I find them particularly 
poignant given the current state 
of the top stories on cable news. 
How did it come to pass 
that nine years later the top 
stories surrounding 9/11 are 
about a Quran-burning pastor 
and a "mosque" near Ground 
Zero? Thompson's other 
predictions within that column 
were pretty much no-brainers: 
of course the United States 
would respond by sending 
troops to some countries in 
the Middle East, and of course 
some of the leading narratives 
would involve oil and Bush Jr. 
finishing his father's war. 
Was the impending religious 
conflict really so self-evident at 
the time? 
Coming out of 9/11, 
everyone should have expected 
a general anti-Islam sentiment  
to develop in this country, 
given the nature of the' history 
between Christianity and 
Islam. It never seemed quite as 
out of hand as it does right now, 
however. What's the change? 
I remembered back to 
2006, when Keith Ellison 
was elected to the House 
of Representatives from 
Minnesota's fifth congressional 
district (Minneapolis), the 
United States' first Mitslim 
representative. I attended the 
University of Minnesota during 
this campaign so I remember 
the debates with him, Fine, 
Pond and Lee fairly well. 
While it was significant 
that he was the first Muslim 
representative, it seemed, 
if anything, to represent an 
increase in religious tolerance 
in this nation. 
Ellison's faith came up 
shortly thereafter in an 
interview with Glenn Beck. 
Beck—who at the time was 
but a minor pundit on CNN 
Headline News, and had not 
yet been revealed through Fox 
News as "the second coming 
of Martin Luther King Jr."—
said the following to Ellison: 
"I have been nervous about this 
interview with you, because 
what I feel like saying is, 'Sir, 
prove to me that you are not 
working with our enemies.' 
And I know you're not. I'm 
not accusing you of being an 
enemy, but that's the way I feel, 
and I think a lot of Americans 
will feel that way." 
Wow! And this is the same 
Glenn Beck who believes he is 
in consistency with Dr. King's 
"I Have A Dream" speech? 
It is unquestionable that over 
the last two years there has 
been an increase in loud, angry 
expressions of xenophobia in 
this country. 
If I were to use as simplistic 
logic as Beck does on his 
program, I could very easily 
conclude that Beck's rise in 
popularity has been a direct 
cause of this Terry Jones' 
bigoted fervor. 
I could hardly give Beck all 
the credit for this, however. 
While Beck was conducting 
said absurd interview with 
Representative Ellison, this 
was hardly met with a call to 
burn the Quran. 
Is this all just mid-term 
election passion that will go 
away shortly thereafter? If so, 
why didn't this occur in 2006 
when Ellison was about to be 
elected? Is it because we had 
a white, Republican president? 
Is it because Robert Spencer's 
Stop Islamization of America 
organization had not yet started 
a controversy about Park51 
New York? 
Whatever the reason is foi 
these narratives dominating ow 
media, we can all hope that 
does not speak of a trend that 
will continue. 
It is completely embarrassing 
that on Sept. 11, 2010, the focus 
was no longer on a tragedy 
caused by extremists, but had 
totally shifted to a religious 
culture war. 
I imagine that many of the 
victims of that tragedy would 
be shocked and horrified al 
how this story was somehow 
deemed relevant in 2010. 
Maybe Thompson was 
right, and 9/11 will signal 
the beginning of the end 
of America as a country of 
religious tolerance. 
I hope it is short-lived. 
however, and that the only 
association I will soon have 
between "Gainesville" and 
"Jihad" is Andrew Jackson 
Jihad playing at The Fesi 
Halloween weekend. Please? 
Contact Brian at 
BPSanders06@winona.edu  
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College love: Like it or leave it 
Molly Barrett 
Winonan 
It's the reason girls go 
shopping on weekends and 
primp together in front of the 
mirror on Friday nights. 
It's the reason we all care 
what we wear to class on 
Wednesdays, because that's 
the class that the cute guy or 
girl sits in front of us. 
Today might be the day she 
finally turns around and we get 
to talk to her. 
Or him. 
Or not. 
We may feel dejected, but 
we always know we will try 
again next time. 
It's the reason for group 
study sessions, hangouts at 
home and bike rides around 
the lake. 
It's having a crush on a guy 
we barely know, it's dating 
the girl from freshman year 
(finally) and it's having a long-
term boyfriend or a date for the 
weekend. 
It's dating. Like it or not, 
it's a huge part of our lives as 
college students. 
Coming from high school 
and transitioning into college 
is scary enough as it is. Most 
of us are torn from the towns  
we have grown up in, with the 
kids we have known since we 
were little; torn away from the 
predictable nights spent with 
the same group of friends to 
being thrown out completely 
on our own into a much bigger 
pool of people — all who may 
or may not have had the same 
experiences as us just the year 
before. 
I remember my first day 
on campus. I was completely 
overwhelmed with the sheer 
amount of people that I had 
never seen before. 
I had no way of knowing 
who was a fellow freshman 
like myself and no way to 
know who would potentially 
become my friends, who were 
guys I would be interested in 
and no way of knowing how 
the rest of the year would pan 
out. 
We all have heard the myths 
of our freshman year: The 
dreaded "freshman .15" from 
too many nights of ordered 
pizza and caf food (an easily 
attainable 'myth' if you're not 
countering these late night 
pizzas with hours at the gym), 
and maybe the second biggest 
myth being the 'Turkey 
Drop,' as Urban Dictionary so 
eloquently puts it. 
Basically, it states that if 
you had a serious boyfriend in 
high school and you're both 
going off to big universities, 
statistics say you'll be broken 
up by Thanksgiving. 
Cynics most likely came up 
with this phrase but the truth is 
unavoidably accurate. 
There seem to be literally 
too many "good fish in the sea" 
at any college to completely 
avoid any temptation to move 
on to something, or in this case 
someone, new. 
Long-term and serious 
relationships seem hard to 
come by in college years, 
especially with the temptation 
of multiple parties to go to, 
where cute brown haired boy 
from science class and cuter 
blonde-haired boy from stats 
class are both present. 
When dating comes up 
amongst my friends, the overall 
consensus is rarely positive. 
Phrases like "boys suck," 
"all people want in college 
is a hook-up" and "everyone 
cheats" are fairly common. 
So are we cynical? A product 
of our sex-crazed environment 
to only believe that bad things 
can come of the potential 
boyfriends and girlfriends we 
meet in college? 
Or are we instead just 
cautious, afraid to give away 
our hearts, time and interest in 
people that may move on just 
as fast as we do? 
It may seem impossible 
to find that 'someone' who 
wants something serious while 
in college, because this is the 
time in our lives where we are 
truly 'finding ourselves' and 
who we are. 
As a friend eloquently told 
me, "No one can define love, 
and more importantly, love in 
college, unless they have been 
in it. And not the fairy tale, 
everything is perfect all the 
time kind of love. But true, real-
life love. Of course love is not 
going to be perfect in college; 
we are still finding ourselves. I 
just think its so much more fun 
finding yourself with the help 
of someone else." 
Maybe dating shouldn't be 
taken so seriously at such a 
crucial point in our lives. 
wAfter all, we are all hoping 
love will eventually find us 
like they say it will. 
Until then, there's always 
class on Wednesday. 
Contact Molly at 
mbarrett08@winona.edu  
• %. 
Rivertown Shuffle Relay for Life Pipeline placed in Fisher Island 
The 19th annual Rivertown 
Shuffle Relay for Life will be 
on Friday at the Jaycee Pavilion 
at Lake Park in Winona. 
Teams are encouraged to 
camp overnight and to have 
on-site fundraising at their 
campsite. 
Events will include a silent 
auction from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m., 
opening ceremony at 6 p.m., 
children's games at 6:30 p.m, 
and other events through the 
night. 
A luminaria ceremony will 
begin at 8 p.m. Everyone 
present will be asked to help 
light luminary bags that have 
been purchased in memory of  
those who lost their lives and 
in honor of those who continue 
to battle cancer. 
For information on how 
to get involved contact Joan 
Kauphusman at (507) 450-
5180 or at www.relayforlife. 
org/winonacountymn.  
The Upper Mississippi Riv-
er National Wildlife and Fish 
Refuge and U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers asks waterfowl 
hunters using Upper Missis-
sippi River Pool Five to use 
caution when accessing areas 
from the Halfinoon and Upper 
West Newton Chute Landings 
near Kellogg, Minn. 
A floating pipeline will be 
placed from Fisher Island 
placements site to the West 
Newton Chute beneficial use 
site. 
The pipeline will follow the 
Minnesota side of the main 
channel and the Wisconsin 
side of West Newton Chute. 
Dredging will occur in the 
Fisher Island placement site 
during the hunting season. 
For more information con-
tact Winona District Manager 
Mary Stefanski at (507) 494-
6229. 
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Internationa dancers get students on their feet 
David Ranzenberger/Winonan 
Winona State University students take a break from their studies and get in motion with the international dancers, launching the International Music Series 
Courtney Kowalke 
Winonan 
On Sept. 9, Winona 
State University hosted a 
performance by the Winona 
International Dancers as the 
first of seven events comprising 
its annual International Music 
Series. 
The event took place in the 
East Dining Hall of Kryszko 
Commons and featured folk 
music and dance from around 
the world. 
According to Winona State 
music professor Catherine 
Schmidt, the International 
Music Series was started as a 
Residential College program 
roughly 12 years ago. 
"I wasn't involved the first 
year," Schmidt said, "but by 
the second year I was helping, 
and by the third year it was all 
mine." 
Schmidt, who still oversees 
the International Music 
series, served as the music 
department's head chairperson 
until this fall, which gave 
her "more time to help with 
[organizing] than in the past." 
Back when the series 
started, Schmidt taught World 
Music, which coordinated its  
"seminar classes"—or labs 
with International Music 
performances. 
This year Winona State's 
new course, Exploring Global 
Arts, requires students to attend 
the events. 
"This is one of the ways 
students learn about class 
material," Schmidt said. 
"It helps them learn more 
about the background of certain 
genres in addition to what they 
learn in the classroom." 
Attendance to the 
performance was also offered 
as extra credit for Dance 
Appreciation and Intermediate 
Spanish classes. 
"We're more than happy to 
help facilitate other courses," 
Shmidt said, who, along with 
Student Coordinator Noah 
Short, helped make sure 
students who actually attended 
were counted for credit. 
"We hope that the word of 
mouth from students helps 
advertise the event and boost 
attendance," Short said. 
Roughly 150 students and 
community members turned 
out to see the International 
Dancers perform. 
The organization is located 
in Winona but is comprised of  
members from the surrounding 
area and southeast Minnesota. 
Artistic Director Barb 
DuFresne explained that since 
the 30-year-old organization 
is recreational, not everyone 
who participates in the Monday 
night sessions performs at the 
different area events. 
To honor the international 
aspect, the 11 dancers donned 
traditional clothes from a 
variety of countries ranging 
from Russia to Greece to 
Mexico. 
See DANCERS, pg. 13 
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Sara Bareilles delivers songs to heal the heartbroken 
Linzey Sarreal 
Winonan 
Kaleidoscope Heart, the 
second mainstream album 
by Sara Bareilles, is a piano 
-dominated album filled with 
passion. 
Following the success of 
"Love Song" offher first major-
label release, Little Voice, in 
2007, it was no surprise that 
Kaleidoscope Heart would be 
an album revolving around 
love and life. 
The album was produced by 
Neal Avron, producer for New 
Found Glory, Weezer and Fall 
Out Boy, giving this album a 
new sound and feel. 
The entire album expresses 
Bareilles' anger towards a 
relationship and the process of 
getting over it. 
The 	opening 	track, 
"Kaleidoscope Heart," is one 
of my favorite songs off the 
album. 
The song reminds me of a 
track by Imogen Heap or Enya, 
and although the song is only 
one minute long, it shows off 
Bareilles' vocal abilities and 
creativity at her best. 
The second track off the 
album, "Uncharted," begins 
with a piano solo that makes 
me love the song even before  
she starts singing. 
Like many songs on the 
album, "Uncharted" is mostly 
about overcoming a bad 
relationship. 
"Gonna Get Over You" was 
written by Bareilles and Sam 
Farrar of Phantom Planet. 
The piano parts remind 
me of being in a saloon with 
added sound effects like back 
up vocals, snaps and claps, 
showing off her musical talent. 
Ballad-like songs, such as 
"Hold My Heart" and "Breathe 
Again" are songs any girl could 
relate to after getting let down 
by someone and needing to tell 
them how they really feel. 
The fifth track, and first single 
released, "King of Anything," 
is a song that basically is saying 
"screw you," but in a mature 
and catchy way that makes me 
forget it's a song of frustration 
and anger. 
The only songs I really did 
not like were "Basket Case" 
and "Machine Gun." 
Maybe it's just me, but I 
would've loved the album a 
lot more if those two tracks 
weren't on there. 
The last song, "Bluebird" 
is a song that shows just how 
mature and different Bareilles' 
voice has changed since her 
first album. 
It is a lullaby-like tune that I 
find myself always skipping to. 
It wraps up the album 
perfectly by slowing down 
to this kindhearted track 
that seems like an emotional 
release for Bareilles' after 
singing about disappointments  
throughout the entire album. 
After listening to 
Kaleidoscope Heart this week, 
I can say I really enjoyed the 
album. 
I hadn't really listened to 
Sara Bareilles aside from the 
occasional track on the radio  
©Google 
or in a movie's soundtrack, but 
now I'm a fan. 
If you like the album, catch 
her Nov. 2 at the Pantages 
Theatre in Minnepolis, Minn. 
Contact Linzey at 
LSarrea108@winona.edu  
Behavior Assessment and Intervention Team launches Athenaeum series 
Molly Shelper 
Winonan 
The 2010-2011 Athenaeum 
Series kicked off Sept. 8. 
In the Darrell W. Krueger 
Library, 	Winona 	State 
University's Behavior 
Assessment and Intervention 
Team's discussed promoting 
early intervention for a safer 
and healthier campus. 
BAIT 	was 	established 
in 2007 by Connie Gores, 
Winona State's student life and 
development vice president, in 
the wake of the Virginia Tech 
tragedy, while many other 
campuses were also developing 
this type of team. 
BAIT consists of six Winona 
State faculty members: Pat 
Ferden, department chair of 
counseling; John Ferden, 
director of student conduct and 
citizenship; Karen Johnson, 
dean of students; Connie 
Kamara, director of health 
services; Paula Scheevel, 
director of housing and  
residence life and Don Walski, 
director of security. 
Each team member discussed 
how his or her department 
contributes to helping students' 
concerns. 
The purpose of BAIT is to 
provide support and guidance 
as concerned students emerge 
throughout campus and the 
community and provide a safe 
campus with fewer instances of 
misconduct. 
"Our main concern is the 
safety and security of all  
individuals 	on 	campus," 
Johnson said. 
"We try to be proactive and 
address issues before they 
become a bigger problem." 
BAIT follows the Family 
Education Rights and Privacy 
Act, which is a federal law that 
protects student's educational 
records. 
According to FERPA, school 
officials are not allowed to 
share a student's education 
record without written consent, 
unless there is a professionally  
demonstrated reason to obtain 
it.. 
BAIT typically works with 
students on a referral basis. 
Johnson said that sometimes 
it's necessary to reach out to 
students in order to help them. 
The students referred are 
ones with any issue of concern, 
not just troubling behavior. 
There is no specific procedure 
for making a referral. 
See BAIT, pg. 15 
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Although 	the 	group 
performed six dances from 
around the world, DuFresne 
said they only represent "a very 
small sampling" of traditional 
dances. 
"Over the years we've 
learned a lot of dances, we've 
forgotten a lot of dances and 
we've resurrected a lot of 
dances," DuFresne said, "so 
we do our best to encompass 
the entire world because dance 
is a universal activity." 
The first dance performed 
titled "Mayim Mayim," 
meaning "water," originated in 
Israel circa 1948. 
"Israeli folk dances are 
different from most or all folk 
dances because other cultures 
have grown and changed over 
time," DuFresne said. 
"Israel is a newer country, 
and so most of the folk 
dances are choreographed, 
with influences that are easily 
recognizable. Also, the dances 
are choreographed so everyone 
can do them and so more people 
can get involved." 
The group dances also 
allow for a great community 
connection since not everyone 
is partnered up. 
The second dance performed 
was an eastern European line 
dance in which six of the 
group members held onto their  
neighbors' belts instead of 
holding hands. 
A Polish dance was 
performed third. 
DuFresne 	said 	the 
International Dancers have "a 
fairly large repertoire" of Polish 
pieces due to the concentration 
of the culture in Winona. 
The waltz-like partner dance 
was considered different since 
men and women performed 
similar movements throughout, 
unlike traditional dances 
in other cultures where the 
partners are not considered 
equal. 
DuFresne also mentioned 
that the dancers are performing 
at the local Polish museum on 
Oct. 10. 
The 	dancers 	also 
demonstrated a Norwegian 
reel and a German rendition 
of "King's Cross" before their 
final piece, an American square 
dance. 
Though the Levi Jackson Rag 
originated as a choreographed 
piece at a Kentucky folk 
festival, square dances have 
roots all over the world, 
DuFresne said. 
The final half hour of the 
event was dedicated to teaching 
audience members simple 
cultural dances. 
The 	participants 	filled 
the floor to learn a Serbian 
circle dance, a Polish four-
square polka, a Scottish-Irish 
partner reel and a final, slower 
Bulgarian circle dance. 
"Anytime you feel inspired," 
DuFresne reminded the 
audience, "we have rehearsals 
at the Valencia Studio on 
Howard Street. We start with 
warm-up dances that anyone 
can learn fairly quickly." 
"It's a good evening for 
the first EGA class because 
of the participation but also 
there's not too much pressure," 
Schmidt said. 
She also wants to remind 
Winona State students that the 
series is for them, since it is 
funded by Student Life fees. 
"You come to college to 
broaden horizons, and if you 
don't take the opportunity to 
see programs like this here for 
Continued from pg. 10 
free, you'll have to seek it out. 
not to mention pay full ticket 
prices." 
"It's a wonderful learning 
opportunity to explore 
traditional music." 
Contact Courtney at 
CKowalke08@winona.edu  
David Ranzenberger/Winonan 
Students funnel through a human tunnel during the international dancers visit 
Accounts from Academicians 
Have an idea for a fun question 
of the week? Email Christina at 
CMcDanie8912@winona.edu  
(noun) ac-a-de-mi-cianl,a-ke-de-'mi-shen 
An academic; intellectual By Christina McDaniel Photos by Ali Carlson/Winonan 
What's the first thing you notice in the opposite sex? 
"Their Eyes." "Their smile." "A very sexy 
personality." 
"Their Hair." 
Joy Dalida Leah Gratke Chris Pequin Patrick Miller 
Social Science/ Psychology .  Art Education Music Education 
History Teaching, Woodbury, Minn. Marshall, Minn. Caledonia, Minn. 
Brooklyn Park, Minn. 
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Any member of the team 
can be contacted through any 
avenue. 
Johnson is the facilitator of 
the team's weekly meetings. 
When a student is referred, 
the team determines whether 
anyone has a connection to 
the student, who would be the 
appropriate person to address 
the issue and then create an 
action plan to resolve the 
problem. 
BAIT investigates cases 
regardless of whether they 
occur on or off campus. 
"All of us are responsible 
or accountable for our 
own behavior and will be 
accountable for behavior on 
and off campus," Johnson said. 
"We won't make a distinction 
because we are a part of the 
Winona community." 
The counseling center is 
an area of campus that helps 
students that are referred to the 
BAIT team with issues such as 
depression and anxiety, which 
Ferden said are two of the top 
problems that students deal 
with. 
"We never know which one 
will be the biggest each year, 
but always know those two will 
be the highest," Ferden said. 
In 2003, one in four college 
students suffered from mental 
health problems. 
"That is easily one in three 
now," Ferden said. 
"It's a real crisis in this 
population." 
Ferden said these issues are 
particularly evident this time in 
the year, with so many students 
adjusting to school. 
"This isn't a passing kind of 
thing," Ferden said. "It's very 
important that students, faculty 
and staff are aware." 
Now that the counseling 
center is housed with health 
services in Winona State's 
new wellness center, the 
departments are able to work 
together to better cover students 
needs. 
There are a number of issues 
the BAIT team deals with 
that the health and wellness 
promotion team does as well. 
These • include alcohol, 
nutrition, sexual assault and 
weight management. 
Kamara said health services 
is working toward getting 
more student engagement in 
issues this year and starting a 
student advisory board to better 
understand students concerns. 
"We're trying to learn from 
the students and have the 
students lead us," Kamara said. 
"It's the most important 
thing we're trying to do right 
now." 
Contact Molly Schelper at 
MSchelper07@winona.edu  
       
Bowey defines ' identity' through ■ images 
Molly Barrett 
Winonan 
James Bowey, an assistant 
professor of visual journalism 
at Winona State University, 
gave the third segment of 
his four-part series titled 
"Seeing In Pictures" on Sept. 
9 at the Minnesota Marine Art 
Museum. 
Most of the other people in 
the audience had been present at 
the other segments of Bowey's 
presentation, and seemed to 
anticipate his speech before it 
played out. 
Bowey 	started 	the 
presentation 	with 	an 
explanation of Winona360.org, 
which he oversees. 
"Winona360 is an attempt to 
create opportunities for a voice 
of a community," Bowey said. 
The entirety of James' 
presentation seemed to engage 
the audience to think along with 
him about the role of pictures 
in a modern society, and how 
images are replacing words as 
our means of communication. 
"This generation is seeing 
more images than words," 
Bowey said. 
"Fourteen million pictures 
are uploaded every minute to 
Facebook alone." 
This third lecture was entitled 
"Identity," as Bowey elaborated 
mostly on our society as a 
whole and our identity with the 
pictures we come across on a 
daily basis. 
Bowey elaborated mostly 
on how much we, as a society, 
identify with photos that shock 
us and that we can relate to. 
"We identify with 
photography and film in a 
particularly profound way," 
Bowey said. 
"We are looking 'through a 
looking glass' in a painting or 
play, where we are aware of 
observing something else. In 
photography and film, we get 
brought into it and become a 
part of it. It's a very different 
experience." 
The second part of Bowey's 
presentation dealt with his 
discussion of the Emotiv brand, 
a company that has created an 
EEG system that can detect 
brain algorithms and allow 
normal, everyday people to 
control an object just with their 
mind. 
This 	brain-computer 
interface technology was 
especially fascinating when 
the video showed a man able 
to control his wheelchair with 
his facial expressions as well 
as the development of a "smart 
house" in which everything was 
controlled through the owner's 
thoughts. 
Bowey questioned: "Our 
dreams and ideas could very 
easily become images on a 
monitor." 
"Do we even need cameras 
anymore to capture events that 
happen to us?" 
Identity, according to Bowey, 
also dealt with the objectivity 
of what we see as objects and 
pictures. 
When he asked the audience 
for the color of a rose, most 
people shouted out, "Red." 
However, Bowey's answer 
was simply that "nobody 
knows." 
"Anything we see is a 
combination of variables that 
are always changing. It can only 
be a figment of our perception," 
he said. 
Throughout his presentation, 
Bowey engaged the audience 
by asking questions that applied 
to most people or things they 
could relate to in their lives. 
His explanation for why 
we can never truly perceive 
something the same as  
everyone else is because the 
brain is always working on a 
level of metaphor. 
Meaning images have become 
so important to us that we carry 
on meanings sometimes even 
when none exist. 
As humans, we find 
relationships and patterns 
within objects, then associate 
those patterns with a meaning, 
and the meaning is what we 
eventually see when we look at 
something like a photograph or 
painting, according to Bowey. 
"Our brain is 100 percent 
structured to solve the 
unsolvable equation," Bowey 
said. 
"We always learn by working 
through associations. Meaning 
becomes very important 
because it, like seeing, works 
on levels of association." 
In the act of looking for 
meaning, we as humans 
give ourselves permission to 
consider how external events 
have a deeper meaning. 
"The role of images, I believe, 
is to engage us in the process of 
interior meaning," he said. 
"They work at that level in a 
very different way from words 
or texts. We go into meaning 
very quickly. The image  
becomes the vehicle to see our 
shared perception." 
According to Bowey's 
speech, our entire identity as a 
society is shaped in large part 
by our association with the 
images we see, whether these 
are in magazines, on TV, on 
Facebook or in the news. 
Even if we have nothing in 
common with the photograph 
or image, such as a picture of 
a natural disaster or someone 
in torment, we often identify 
with the photograph because 
we project meaning into the 
images we face on a daily basis. 
When asked how he sees 
human interactions changing as 
our world moves from words to 
complex images, Bowey said, 
"Images work at an emotional 
level; they are faster and deeper 
in a way words aren't." 
"The issue of these complex 
images is so important because 
they go right to our center. 
You don't think in words, you 
feel. There is a distance that 
occurs in words that does not 
necessarily occur in images." 
Contact Molly Barrett at 
MBarrett08@winona.edu 
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Warrior football holds 2-0 record after Moorhead defeat 
After a break-away by Curtis Dewberry, Sean Hurtz celebrated the touchdown that followed. 
Ali Carlson 
Winonan 
In a fan-packed stadium, 
the Winona State University 
football team claimed the 
second win of the season after 
a 58-3 defeat over Minnesota 
State University Moorhead 
Saturday at Verizon Wireless 
Stadium. 
With a slow start to the 
game, the Warriors were only 
able to put three points on the 
board during the first quarter 
but fought back to score an 
additional 27 points before 
halftime. 
"Overall it was a great 
perfomance but there are still 
things to improve on. It was 
good enough to beat Moorhead 
but we need to get better for this 
next week," Cody Dummer,  
linebacker, said. 
With the 30-0 game coming 
back from halftime, the 
Warriors were not going to 
let the Dragons take the lead 
during the game. 
"We need to clean up all of 
the mental mistakes, minimize 
penalties and be more crisp and 
clean with how we operate as a 
team," Dummer said. 
"We need to not forget the 
little things of the game like 
the basic fundamentals and 
improve if we can." 
During the second period, 
sophomore Derrick Engel 
finished off two of Evan Aber's 
touchdown passes. 
Engel ended the game 
recording seven catches for 119 
years. 
Curtis Dewberry was also 
able to record a 60-yard punt  
return for a touchdown for the 
Warriors. 
Rayon Simmons finished 
the game against the Dragons 
with 89 rushing yards and two 
scores. 
Theo Burkett, offensive 
player of the week for the 
Warriors, led Winona State in 
rushing yards, recording 100 
and two touchdowns. 
Also named as players of the 
week for Winona were Matt 
Kaderly, defense and Alex 
Urban, special teams. 
Winona state was able to take 
the game after countering to the 
Dragons scoring drive during 
the start of the second half. 
Burkett ended the eight-drive 
play with a yard scoring run as 
Simmons made it into the end 
zone in the third quarter. 
For the Warriors, Engle 
was able to get the ball to the 
one-yard line after a 63-yard 
punt return. Bryan Bradshaw 
threw to Sean Hertz, scoring to 
increase Winona State to a 51-3 
lead. 
To finish the game, the 
Warriors added one more score 
by Burkett. 
Multiple quarterbacks were 
given the opportunity to be a 
part of the action on the field. 
"The quarterbacks played 
really well. I was happy with 
their performance," Sawyer 
said. 
Aber recorded 17-of-25 
passes for 215 yards. Bradshaw 
came into the game during the 
third quarter for the Warriors 
completing six of seven passes 
for 80 yards and a touchdown. 
Dummer led the way with 5.5 
tackles and Ryan Jurgl recorded 
All Carlson/Winonan 
the only intercepted pass. 
During the conference season 
opener for the Warriors, they 
were able gain 564 yards of 
offence, 305 throwing and 259 
yards rushing. 
The Dragons were only able 
to get inside the Winona State 
20-yard line once during the 60 
minutes of play. 
The Warriors kept Moorhead 
to only a single yard rushing on 
22 carries. They were only able 
to add 166 yards overall to their 
statistics. 
Next, the Warriors will play 
at 6 p.m. Sept. 18 at St. Cloud 
State University. 
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Soccer team heads into season confident after home opener 
David Baertschi 
Winonan 
This week marked the home 
opener for the Winona State 
University soccer team. 
On Tuesday, the Warriors 
faced off against Concordia 
University St. Paul, Friday 
they faced Metropolitan State 
College of Denver and Sunday 
they played Regis University, 
of Denver, all at home. 
The Warriors 	defeated 
Concordia 2-1. 
Jordyn Strege, a junior 
midfielder, started the scoring 
for Winona State 30 minutes in 
to the game. 
Cori Beard and Sarah 
Colleran were both awarded 
assists on the goal. 
Head Coach Ali Omar 
commented on the assists. 
"Our passing was very well 
early on in the game, it really 
helped us control the pace," 
Omar said. 
Lauren 	Sturdivant, 	the 
preseason 	Northern 	Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference 
offensive player of the year, 
said, "The game went really 
well, we had strong team 
defense, and our energy was 
really high coming into the 
game." 
Later, Concordia found the 
back of the net to tie the game. 
Nikole Porter, a freshman 
defender, put the Warriors back 
in the lead for good with an 
unassisted goal. 
Senior midfielder Cori Beard 
said, "Overall this game was 
exactly what we trained to do 
and it was a good building block 
for the rest of the season." 
Beard also said healthy 
competition helps to push the 
Warriors back in the lead. 
"It was nice to get the lead, 
get scored on and then have 
to battle back to take the lead 
again," Beard said. 
In the game the Warriors 
were able to out-shoot the 
Golden Bears 14-10. 
Strege lead the Warriors with 
five shots, three of them being 
on goal. 
Anna Belpedio, Winona 
State's junior goalkeeper, had 
six saves with just one goal 
allowed. 
Belpedio was named the 
NSIC defensiveplayer of the 
week after making 20 saves in 
two games and allowing only 
one goal against the number 
one ranked team, Grand Valley 
State. 
The Warriors took a 0-1 loss 
against Metro State. 
Coming into this game Omar 
said, "Metro State is the number 
five team in the country, they 
will be ready and we need to be 
there also." 
Metro State out-shot Winona 
State 12 to 7, and 6 of the 12 
shots were on goal for Metro 
State, while only two of the 
seven were on goal for the 
Warriors. 
Later, Metro State snuck in 
an unassisted goal which put 
them ahead for the remainder 
of the game. 
The Warriors were looking 
forward to this game, Sturdivant 
said, "We know they are a very 
good team, we will just need to 
play intensely against them." 
"We're looking forward 
to having them come here, 
everyone is excited to play," 
Beard said. 
The Warriors finished the 
weekend against Regis, taking 
a shut-out victory 1-0. 
Winona State is back in 
action Sept. 17 at Upper Iowa 
University in Fayette, Iowa. 
For more information on 
tickets, scores and game 
locations visit the Winona 
State athletics website at www. 
winonastatewarriors.com . 
Contact David at 
DBaertschi08@winona.edu  
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The warrior soccer team celebrates after their Sunday victory against Regis University. 
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Volleyball team leaves tournament with 3-1 victory... 
happy with the 3-1 record. 	sophomore Kathy Lohff said win and play together," Coach 	The Warriors will face Lees 
Shannon McGowan, junior after losing. 	 Simon said. 	 McRae College and University 
defensive specialist for the 	McGowan said she feels 	"[This tournament] gave of Colorado at Colorado 
The Winona State University Warriors said she felt relieved the team played well and lots of playing opportunities to Springs. Grand Canyon 
volleyball team had its first about getting the first win out cohesively as a whole during other players because the line- University, and Fort Lewis 
tournament of the season last of the way. the tournament. up is not set yet." College will also be in the 
weekend at Northern Michigan 	"[Winning was] a great step 	"I think for us to come out 	McGowan 	and 	Lohff upcoming tournament, which 
University in Marquette, in the right direction for us. I and play the way we did in our were both selected for the will take place in Colorado. 
Mich., and went 3-1 overall. 	also think that having that first first tournament together really all-tournament team 	and 	"Even though it's a tougher 
The Warriors beat Lake win under our belt definitely shows how much potential we McGowan was selected as the field than the previous 
Superior State University boosted our confidence," have for the future," McGowan Northern Sun Intercollegiate tournament, last weekend gave 
3-1 in the first game, lost to McGowan said. said. Conference Defensive Player us confidence," Simon said. 
Northern Michigan University 	After winning the first two 	This 	year's 	Warrior of the Week. 	 Next up the warriors will 
2-3 in the second game, beat sets of the Northern Michigan volleyball team is very young. 	Simon, along with McGowan play at 7 p.m., Sept. 17 against 
the University of Wisconsin- match, the Warriors had trouble 	11 of the 15 players are either and Lohff, feel the team Wayne State College, in 
Parkside 3-1 in the third closing them out, losing the freshman or sophomores. 	can go 4-0 in the upcoming Nebraska. 
game and won in straight sets final three sets. Four of the 	Simon said he felt the most University of Colorado at 	For more 	information, 
against American International five sets were decided by three important thing the team took Colorado Springs tournament schedules and pictures, visit 
University in the final game. 	points or less. 	 away from this tournament Sept. 10-11. 	 the Warrior Website at www. 
Overall, Head Coach Dave 	"It showed a lot of character was confidence, because it 	"We know what we are winonastatewarriors.com . 
Simon said he felt the team to learn from our mistakes so gives them the "belief they can capable of and expect to do 
played well. 	 quickly and come back and win." 	 even better this weekend," 
Simon also said he was with both games on Saturday," 	"They learned how to play to Lohff said. 
Matt Shalbrack 
Winonan 
Contact Matt at 
MShalbrack07@winona.edu  
„. and welcomes new coach 
Jamie Babetch 
Winonan 
Winona State University 
welcomed Selene Teitelbaum, 
a graduate of Bemidji State 
University, as the new 
women's volleyball assistant 
coach. 
Teitelbaum came from the 
University of California, Santa 
Cruz where she was the head 
women's volleyball coach for 
six years. 
Teitelbaum has also worked 
as a head coach for a juniors 
club, an assistant coach at 
Bemidji State University, and 
as a Nike volleyball camp 
director. 
"My visit to Winona for 
my interview was what made 
me want to coach here," 
Teitelbaum said. 
"The facilities are great, the 
campus is beautiful and the 
community is supportive of 
athletics." 
Teitelbaum said there were 
also a few other aspects that 
were pulling her towards a 
coaching career in Minnesota. 
"The NSIC (Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference) is 
very competitive, specifically  
for volleyball, which was 
another big draw for me in 
addition to being able to 
contribute to the already 
established success of warrior 
athletics," she said. 
Teitelbaum's jobs as the 
assistant coach includes travel 
details, film breakdown, 
scouting and recruiting. 
Teitelbaum is also an 
academic advisor for the 
volleyball and gymnastics 
teams at Winona State. 
"We had a better start 
than last season and the team 
is improving every day," 
Teitelbaum said. 
"We have five great 
freshman that have come in 
this year as well as several solid 
returners that are definitely 
raising the bar and making us 
more competitive." 
The new coach's team goal 
is to finish in the top five in 
conference and make it to the 
NCAA tournament for the first 
time in school history. 
"Winning is the outcome 
of working hard every day 
and striving to get better and 
be the best that we can be," 
Teitelbaum said. 
Although the end goal may 
be a victory against another 
team and taking home a trophy, 
Teitelbaum has high hopes for 
the team setting aside winning 
each game. 
Teitelbaum said, "It is less 
about winning and more about 
playing to our potential." 
Teitelbaum said a 
competitive athlete is never 
satisfied, but is always looking 
to get better and better each 
day. 
"As coaches, we are 
preparing student-athletes for 
life after college and what they 
learn here at WSU is important 
in developing skills that will 
help them reach their long 
term goals," Teitelbaum said. 
Contact Jamie at 
JBabetch08@winona.edu  
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Ask a Nurse 
Phone Line: 
Wanna Get "Wel!thy"? 
WSU Health, Counseling, and Wellness Services can help! 
Why and What is Wellness? 
Wellness is not the mere absence of 
disease. It is a proactive, preventive 
approach designed to achieve optimum 
levels of health, social and emotional 
functioning. Wellness is an active pro-
cess through which you become aware 
of and make choices toward a more 
successful existence. A wellness-ori-
ented. lifestyle encourages you to adopt 
habits and behaviors that promote 
better health and an improved quality 
of life. It also involves the recognition 
that you have physical, intellectual, oc-
cupational, environmental, social, emo-
tional, and spiritual needs, with each 
dimension being necessary for optimal. 
levels of functioning. 
The unique life issues of college stu-
dents impact. not only their academic 
careers but their ability to be healthy, 
whole, and productive people. in our 
commitment to improve the health, and 
well being of the 
campus community, WSU Health, 
Wellness, and Counseling Services 
now has: 
• NEW location in the Integrated 
Wellness Complex 
• NEW hours 
• NEW pharmacy 
• NEW ways to reach us in hopes 
of better serving student needs 
Ask a Nurse E-mail: 
askanurse@winona.edu  
Seven Dimensions in Achieving a 
Balanced and Healthy Lifestyle: 
Where and When? 
Health & Wellness Services Hours 
Monday 	7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
Tuesday 	7:30 a.m. — 6 p.m. 
Wednesday 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
Thursday 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
Friday 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
3rd Saturday of every month 
10:00 a.m. — 2 p.m. 
Counseling (career, personal, crisis, and 
consultation): 
Monday th .ru Friday 8 a.m. 4:30 p.m. 
Nutrition 
By appointment 
Parkview Pharmacy Hours 
Monday 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
Tuesday 9 a.m. •— 6 p.m. 
Wednesday 9 a.m. -- 5 p.m. 
Thursday 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. 
Third Saturday of every month 
10 a.m. — 2 p.m. 
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